Minimum frame, maximum flame.

SILHOUETTE

The classics are always in style.

BROOKFIELD

Rave reviews.

• A subtle 1” rounded design draws a fine line of
style around your fireplace

• Ever-popular for a good reason:
timeless style

• From the beginning, it has been praised by
the critics (like you)

• Flexible design can be mounted to fit inside or
overlap the opening. The Cutback option allows
most of the frame to recess into the
fireplace opening creating an incredibly
smooth look.

• 2” standard outer frame emphasizes
simple, classic proportions

• Simple but elegant; precisely mitered
3” frame complements every dÈcor

• Shown: Brookfield in Classic Bronze,
3 sided frame with draft

• Shown: Savannah in Antique Brass,
4 sided frame

Overlap Fit

• Shown: Silhouette in Antique Brass,
3 sided frame with draft

SAVANNAH

Inside Fit

Cutback Fit

Keep it sleek.

SHADOW

Modern geometry.

• Decorative ogee profile with a 1”
stepped radius that adds depth and style

• Straights and curves complement one
another in this contemporary design,
defined by a 2” radius frame

• Beautifully complements smooth fascias
such as marble, tile and brick

• Choose from numerous standard sizes
Overlap Fit

• Flexible design can be mounted to fit inside or
overlap the opening. The Cutback option allows
most of the frame to recess into the
fireplace opening creating an incredibly
smooth look.

• Ornate detailing of 3” outer frame
dramatically enhances a simple fireplace
• Shown: Bedford in Brite Brass,
4 sided frame

Cutback Fit

STILETTO

• Flexible design can be mounted to fit inside
or overlap the opening. The Cutback option
allows most of the frame to recess into the
fireplace opening creating an incredibly
smooth look.

The height of fireplace fashion.

Overlap Fit

APEX

• Design Specialties has the corner on
innovation

• One-of-a-kind design makes your
fireplace a fashion statement

• Our patented all-glass corner eliminates
cover-up metal strips, for the most seamless
appearance available

• Shown: Apex in Natural Iron,
4 sided frame

• Shown: Shadow Corner Unit in Brite Brass
• All models in this brochure are available as
corner units

Cutback Fit

• Available as an inside fit only, the Elite
blends effortlessly with your fireplace dÈcor
• Shown: Elite Bi-fold in Brite Brass

CORNERS AND MULTI-SIDED

• Custom designed doors to fit virtually any
multi-sided fireplace

Inside Fit

ELITE

Stunning from any angle.

• “Cutting Edge” design in sharply
distinctive 2” frame

• Shown: Stiletto in Flat Black,
3 sided frame with draft

• Featuring a narrow frame on top and
bottom only, this door boasts the maximum
glass design

BEDFORD

• Another of our original designs that’s
ever-popular

• Shown: Phoenix in Mahogany,
4 sided frame

• A slim 7/8” frame is a best seller,
preferred as an inside fit design for stone
or uneven fireplace surfaces

Admire the view.

Framed fine art.

Inside Fit

• Shown: Shadow in Satin Nickel, 4 sided frame

The slimmest fit.

PHOENIX

Be original.

MADISON

Maximum efficiency.

• One of our original designs that remains a
favorite.

• Increase the efficiency of your wood
burning fireplace

• 2” frame-within-a-frame design is
reminiscent of colonial times.

• Reduce heating costs

• Shown: Madison in Copper Vein,
4 sided frame

HEARTHWARMER

• Designed to fit your door of choice In Steel or Aluminum
• Available with doors that are 3 sided with
draft assembly

Before

Y

our fireplace not only warms,
but also inspires.
The very presence of a fireplace

Refined in every detail.
• Unparalleled craftsmanship. Exceptional fit and finish. Hand-crafted to fit your fireplace exactly.
• 1/4” tempered glass. Able to withstand high temperatures and resist breakage. Backed by a Lifetime Warranty.
• Fold back bi-fold doors standard. Tracked bi-fold and cabinet style twin doors also available.
• Optional mesh curtains or gate mesh doors available.
• Customized finishes. A wide range of Anodized and Powder Coated finishes to suit your tastes.

elevates the ambience of a room. It becomes
the focal point and influences every
decorating decision. A premium
quality fireplace door is like a frame
around a masterwork of art.

• Personalize your design with a wide variety of glass colors and handle possibilities.
• Choose either a 3-sided frame with a draft assembly or a 4-sided frame with or without a draft assembly.
All models are available as Twin or Bifold units. Multi-sided units can be made with Twin, Bifold or Stationary sides.
• One-of-a-kind design. Each Design Specialties door is hand-crafted to order by skilled metal workers.
Slight variations in color due to the finishing processes only confirm the uniqueness of each design.*

Why glass fireplace doors?
Glass fireplace doors from Design Specialties are a beautiful, practical alternative to free-standing screens.
Choose them for all the right reasons:
• Safety – protect children and pets from unstable screens, sparks and flames.

The Hearth and Home Series offers
you a fashionable range of affordable
choices from contemporary to traditional

• Energy – keep warm air inside your home, minimize the intrusion of cold drafts.
• Beauty – a Design Specialties door is 90% art, 10% function, 100% delight!
*Anodized and powder coated finishes can vary from samples.

with finishes to match. Let the doors
from Design Specialties open your
home to a new sense of style.

Making your Fireplace the focal point.
Available at:

Color options for all doors can be viewed on our
website at www.glassfireplacedoors.com
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